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Oliver Stone and the Camel Club are back in their most dangerous adventure yet, a war on two

fronts. Casino king Jerry Bagger from THE COLLECTORS is hunting Annabelle Conroy who

conned him out of millions. Stone and his colleagues Reuben, Milton, and Caleb marshal all their

resources to protect Annabelle. Yet all their skills may not be enough when a deadly new opponent

rips off the veneer of Stone's own mysterious past. Bagger's menace pales next to newcomer Harry

Finn's lethality. Seeming a normal family-man, Finn has already killed three men with more targets

to come. When Finn also sets his bulls-eye on Stone, his reason why will be the greatest shock of

all, making readers reconsider their beliefs in good and evil. As bodies and institutions topple, the

story rockets toward a shattering finale that will leave the survivors of this explosive tale changed

forever.
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"Stone Cold" brings back The Camel Club in a third successful outing with two story lines loosely

crossing each other's paths!In the Camel Club's previous novel, "The Collectors", Annabelle

Conroy, the beautiful and resourceful con artist extraordinaire, relieved Jerry Bagger, her mother's

murderer and filthy rich casino owner and crime boss, of $40 milliion dollars. Bagger will stop at

nothing to exact his revenge and kill Annabelle ... slowly, luxuriously and very, very

painfully!Meanwhile (one might say, back at the ranch!), someone is assassinating past members of

Oliver Stone's elite 666 squad, a CIA assassination team. Three down and two to go. John Carr,



"officially" dead, killed and buried many years earlier, lives disguised and in deep cover as lowly

Oliver Stone. The only remaining "live" members of the team are Senator Roger Simpson, a

front-running candidate for the big seat in the Oval Office in the White House, and Carter Gray,

director of the CIA. They're so worried that Gray reaches the decision to exhume John Carr's coffin

thereby revealing the fact that John Carr is still alive and well. Oliver Stone is being held out as bait

for the assassin."Stone Cold" is jam-packed with fast paced Hollywood style action and dialogue to

be sure but it's completely successful and enjoyable nonetheless! A great reprise of some

international cold war style spy vs spy intrigue together with a story revolving around a sleazy,

despicable crime boss and his quest to exact revenge on the babe he might have loved but who

stole his respect and honour instead.Friendship, loyalty, love, honour and duty are themes that

ripple through both interwoven stories and the ending, in particular, while shocking (in great thriller

style) is warm and pleasing.

Even though I do a lot of reading, fiction isn't really my thing. In fact, I usually only read a few works

of fiction each year. So, when my daughter brought home an advance reading copy of STONE

COLD by David Baldacci from the bookstore where she works, I didn't get too excited about it. She

told me she had read one of his books before and thought it would be something I might like. The

book sat idle on the desk in my library for a couple of weeks. Then one morning, before going to the

office, I had a few extra minutes and decided to take a look at it.If I lacked excitement about the

book before, that lack of excitement was multiplied after reading the excruciating first sentence. It

was a painful fifty-two words long and contained six commas. I looked at my watch then glanced

again at the cover. "Okay Mr. Baldacci, you've got exactly twelve minutes to grab my

attention."Well, guess what. Mr. Baldacci did indeed grab my attention. The first sentence turned out

a poor example of Baldacci's writing style. Over the next day and half, every spare minute was

spent flipping the pages of this book. Even though this is apparently the third or forth book in a

series, the character development was spectacular. The story is non-stop and will have you dying to

know what happens next.I hate it when reviewers give away too much storyline, so I'll limit what I tell

you about the plot. Most books of this nature, I find, too much of a stretch to be believable. I only

found minor instances of that here. Here's an example; as I said, Baldacci brilliantly constructs his

characters. Here we have a ruthless casino owner, feared by all, known to be a dangerous man you

never want to cross. Yet he employs a barmaid at the casino who is quite loose-lipped about her

employer's dealings.
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